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Which supply sources? Supply Chain Management: Strategy, Planning, and Operation, 5/e Authors: Sunil Chopra, Peter
Meindl and D. V. Kalra.

Supply characteristics also change as the product and production technologies mature. Designing global
supply chain networks Part III. Information technology in a supply chain ch. A Demand is very uncertain and
supply may be unpredictable. Diff: 2 Topic: 2. C specifies how the market will be segmented and how the
product will be positioned, priced, and promoted. Aggregate planning in a supply chain - ch. E neither
responsiveness nor cost performance. D Price becomes a significant factor in customer choice. E All of the
above are keys to success. C Product availability is crucial to capturing the market. All supply chain changes
should then be linked to these metrics and the expected improvement. The fifth edition continues to increase
the focus on global supply chain. E all of the above Answer: C Diff: 2 Topic: 2. Designing distribution
networks and applications to online sales ch. B the strategic planning department. It is critical that students are
aware of how IT is used in different parts of the supply chain, whom the major vendors of IT software are, and
what are the potential pitfalls of IT implementation. Understanding the supply chain capabilities. Building a
strategic framework to analyze supply chains: ch. Materials management. D zone of strategic fit. What type of
software do you use to solve the different techniques? Pricing and revenue management in a supply chain ch.
A Product margin B Unpredictable and low yields C Average stockout rate D Average forced season end
markdown E None of the above are correlated with implied uncertainty. E none of the above Answer: C Diff:
2 Topic: 2. The different functions in a company must appropriately structure their processes and resources to
be able to execute these strategies successfully. Answer: A Diff: 3 Topic: 2. C The different functions in a
company must appropriately structure their processes and resources to be able to execute strategies
successfully. Supply chain drivers and metrics Part II. Managing Uncertainty in a supply chain: safety
inventory ch. C cost-responsiveness efficient frontier. Today IT plays a significant role in the supply chain.
Transportation in a supply chain ch. At the opposite extreme, all functional areas within all stages of the
supply chain devise strategy jointly with a common objective of maximizing supply chain profit. If a
mismatch exists between what the supply chain does particularly well and the desired customer needs, the
company will either need to restructure the supply chain to support the competitive strategy or alter its
strategy. Achieving strategic fit. Contents Part I.


